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THE SYRIAN INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT
AND THE GROWTH OF ECONOMIC NATIONALISM
IN DAMASCUS
Philip S. Khoury
THE nationalist leaderships which directed the independence movements in
the Arab countries between the two world wars cannot be thought of as
progressive forces struggling for rapid or revolutionary political and economic
change. Rather, their strategy, whether it be the Wafd in Egypt, the Arab
Committee in Palestine, or the National Bloc in Syria, was to secure piecemeal
gains by a combination of intermittent protest and diplomacy. In the short
run, they wanted greater access to the European colonial authorities and to
share power with them; in the long run, they wanted to control government
outright. Their strategy was not to drive out the colonial powers by prolonged
armed struggle, but rather to ease them out through the mechanisms of
negotiation and international appeal. On the one hand, nationalist leaderships
had to shift the balance of power away from the European colonialists and the
political groups and economic classes which openly collaborated with them; on
the other, they had to avoid the kind of continuous upheaval and instability
which might upset their own comparatively privileged positions.
In the interwar period, nationalist organizations spent most of their energy
directing the nation toward the goal of political independence. Party programs
purposely left vague all discussion of social and economic reform for the
obvious reason that the implementation of such reform would inevitably
undercut the very material interests from which nationalist leaders derived
their political and social influence. The reality of foreign occupation focused
the nation's attention on Britain or France or the Zionist movement; in this
way, the nation was diverted, at least temporarily, from its basic internal
economic and social conflicts.
Although nationalist leaderships in the Arab countries had not assumed the
fundamental characteristics of a 'national bourgeoisie', devoted to uncompromising political and economic independence,' they were not oblivious
to ideas of economic nationalism. In each country, there could be found a
faction of nationalist leaders working to break the alliance of European capital
and compradors which dominated the economy. The development of national
enterprises, in particular moder industries, became their objective.
Because Egypt's economy was far and away the most industrialized in the
Arab world, it is not surprising that economic nationalism was most advanced
there. Two recent studies have detailed with great precision Egypt's economic
challenge to British imperialism in the interwar period.2 However,much less is
known about the other Arab countries. This article, therefore, will examine the
growth of economic nationalism in Syria. Special attention will be paid to the
role of Damascus in the development of national enterprises and moder
industry, not because Damascus was the most important economic center in
25
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Syria, but rather because it was the center of the national independence
movement.
Toward the end of the 1920s the leadership of the Syrian independence
movement had coalesced into a political organization known as the National

Bloc (al-Kutlaal-wataniyya).Withits headquartersin Damascus,the Bloc had
activebranchesin Syria'sothermajorurbancenters:Aleppo, Hama,and Homs.
In each town, the Bloc consistedlargelyof two urban-basedand intertwined
classes:absenteelandownersand the wing of the commercialbourgeoisiethat
was engagedin local and regionaltradeand in small-scaleindustry.3
Although the economic activities of this combine were not so much
dependentupon foreignimperialinterestsas they were directlythreatenedby
them, the leadership was divided over what orientation to adopt. Some
believed it was possible to join the dominant alliance of French capital and
local minoritycommunitiesengagedin tradewith the West and in bankingand
still ease the French out of Syria. Others sought to underminethis alliance.
Divided as they were, the evidence suggests that the most influentialBloc
chiefs in Damascuswantedto breakthe alliancesupportingFrenchimperialism by laying the foundationsof a 'national economy'. Moder industrial
enterprisewas theirdesignatedinstrument.
However, the same factors which during the French Mandate caused the
final extinction of many traditionalhandicraftsalso retardedthe growth of
modern industry, and hence the full development of a Syrian national
industrialbourgeoisie,at least before World War II. These factors are well
known: the partition of the Arab provinces of the Ottoman Empire; the
creationof nationalborders;a French-imposedmonetarysystemwhichpegged
the Syrian pound to an unstableFrench franc;the concentrationof French
finance capital in banking, transportation,and public utilities, which facilitated the penetration of French manufacturesand the extraction of raw
materialsmost neededby Frenchindustry;and the devastatingimpact of the
world depression.Related to these factors were others: widespreadpolitical
instability during the early Mandate years which hindered local capital
accumulation by reinforcing the proclivity of the wealthy to invest in
short-term projects and in immobile property (lands and buildings); the
difficultyof securingloans from Europeanbanks;and the prohibitiveinterest
rateschargedby local banksand moneylenders.4
The developmentof modern industryin Syria was a response(somewhat
delayed by the disruptionof the Great Revolt of 1925-1927) to two general
tariff increasesin 1924 and 1926, which raised customs duties from eleven
percentfor all countriesto twenty-fivepercentfor membersof the League of
Nations and to fifty percent for non-members.These adjustments,which
includedthe adoption, in 1924, of exemptionsfor industrialmachineryfrom
customs duties and, after 1928, the lowering of duties on imported raw
materials for local industry, helped to create the conditions for industrial
growth. So also did such factorsas surpluslaborcreatedby the disappearance
of traditionalhandicraftsand migrationto the cities during the depression,
and cheaplocal rawmaterials.5
26
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Local industry in Syria centered on cement, food-processing, cigarettes,
cotton-spinning, and textiles, which were labor-intensive and could, up to a
point, face foreign competition. Some of these industries had attracted French
capital well before the Mandate, in particular the production of raw silk and
tobacco. Others, such as cotton growing and ginning, were financed during the
Mandate by French capital in association with local capital. Many of the new
industries, for example, cement production, food-processing and leather
goods, were financed almost entirely by local capital, provided in many cases
by the absentee landowning class and the Muslim section of the commercial
bourgeoisie. Members of the National Bloc were involved in several of these
enterprises.
The appearance of the National Bloc and the first locally-financed modern
industries occurred in the same year, 1928. Among the most active leaders
advocating the need to build a national economy independent of foreign
control was the popular Damascus politician Fakhri al-Baruidi.He was greatly
disturbed by the way middle and upper class Syrians squandered their money
on foreign goods and, in particular, on luxury items. He reacted by initiating
several nation-wide campaigns featuring songs and jingles, which he composed, to illustrate his point. One rather famous campaign concentrated on
discouraging wealthy Syrians from purchasing European-made weddingdresses, whose average cost in the early twenties was LT 50 gold, a staggering
sum. Instead, B.aridi promoted a line of 'national', locally-made dresses which
were much cheaper.6
A more serious Biirdid project was his national fund-raising campaign
known as the 'franc plan', initiated in 1932. Individuals were encouraged to
donate one franc (five Syrian piastres) monthly for the support of nationwide
educational projects such as the foundation of night-schools to educate adults
in moder science and national literature, the spread of elementary schools to
the countryside, and the creation of recreational facilities for youth in urban
areas. The 'franc plan' enjoyed considerable success before its discontinuation
in 1936. But, the money collected seems to have fed only one project, the
Barudi Bureau of National Propaganda and Publication (Maktab al-Barudtl
li-l-draya wa-l-nashr), which later became known as the Arab National Bureau
for Research and Information. In BSarudisown words, the Arab Bureau was
dedicated 'to achieving a national Arab renaissance and to encouraging
internal and foreign propaganda and scientific research.'7
The Arab Bureau opened in October 1934 and remained active until the
Second World War. Located at National Bloc headquarters at Bayt al-Diyab
in the Qanawat quarter (also the location of Bariidfis palace), it was the first
Arab research institute devoted to the systematic dissemination of Arab
propaganda and information. Several researchersworked on different projects,
making use of a small library, several local and foreign newspapers, a large
map collection, and its own printing press to produce occasional pamphlets on
burning political issues facing Syria and her Arab neighbors, such as the
Alexandretta question and Palestine. But the Arab Bureau had another
purpose. It could channel the discontent of the ascendant generation of radical
Arab nationalists into less threatening outlets. BariidT saw to it that the
27
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Bureau's advisory committee was packed with leaders of this new generation,
many of whom were educated in Europe, and he filled its research section with
a number of unemployed intellectuals from this elite. The Bureau was but one
of several ways the National Bloc kept emergent radical forces in the 1930s
from eroding its political leadership.8
More involved in promoting Syrian economic nationalism in Damascus was
Bariid's close friend, Lutfi al-Hafiar, the only merchant in the Damascus
leadership of the Bloc. Born into a family of textile merchants of the Shghfir
quarter, Haffar received his education mainly at the feet of private religious
tutors in the circle of the reformist Shaykh Tahir al-Jaza'iri,9 not an unusual
way for the son of a center-city merchant to acquire learning. Inspired by his
teachers, Haffar and several other future nationalist leaders founded the secret
Arab Renaissance Society (Jam'iyyat al-nahda al-'Arabiyya)in 1906, one of the
first proto-nationalist parties of pre-World War I Syria. Although his Qur'anic
education may not have qualified him for a career in the Ottoman state
bureaucracy, it did provide him with a strong command of the Arabic
language, and he soon won a reputation as a respected orator and authority on
classical Arabic literature. His prose style ranked Lutfi among the most
admired writers of his day. 1
Apart from his early attachment to Arab nationalism, Haffar took a deep
interest in the history and former greatness of commerce in the Islamic world,
and he wrote several articles on the subject. What impressed him most about
this past was the ease with which trade flowed throughout the region,
unencumbered by forbidding political frontiers and customs barriers. But,
while the past offered him some lessons, what inspired him most was the
German model of late industrialization, in which government planning and
financing combined with private enterprise to develop the country at an
accelerated pace. t Haffar was convinced that if Syrians could acquire moder
industrial techniques, they could eventually produce many of the manufactured goods that so far had to be imported. The know-how would have to
come from the establishment of engineering and industrial schools and from
regular technical missions to Germany and other European countries.12
One of Haffar's ideas was to bring running water to Damascus both for
drinking and for industry, and at the same time to free the River Barada and
smaller streams for more effective irrigation of the gardens around the city. He
had had the good fortune to study the water systems of Egyptian cities in 1920
and to follow the formation of Bank Misr, a dynamic financial and industrial
complex started by Tala't Harb in the same year. In Egypt, HIaffaralso came
to see the importance of the joint-stock company in developing moder
enterprises.'3 Under the Ottoman Empire, such financial combinations had
been discouraged because of the difficulty of getting imperial permission to
form them.14
By 1922, Haffar had come up with a proposal for such a combination,
which would eventually pipe a regular supply of water into Damascus from a
rich source at 'Ayn al-Fijan, a spring lying in the foothills to the north-west of
the city. Worried that his conservative colleagues in the Damascus Chamber of
Commerce (of which he was Vice-President) would balk at a public share28
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holding scheme, he asked Faris al-Khuri, the much-trusted nationalist lawyer,
to investigate all the legal angles beforehand. When Chamber members
learned that a French company in Beirut was bidding on a similar project
and that Haffar had been offered a reported LS 10,000 by the same company
to withdraw his own bid, they threw their weight behind him. They applied
pressure on the governor of the Damascus State'5 who, in turn, convinced
High Commissioner Weygand to grant Haffar the concessions. The 'Ayn
al-Fijan Company was capitalized at LT 150,000 gold, and many of the
biggest shareholders were merchants in the Chamber and landowners over
whose land the aqueduct to Damascus was eventually to pass. By 1932, the
aqueduct was complete, and running water flowed to the capital. Haffar's
idea was a resounding success, even though he personally landed in debt and
had to take a part-time job as a waterworks inspector in the Damascus
municipality to supplement his income until 'Ayn al-Fijan began to pay
dividends. Not only did his project bring many advantages to the Damascus
public; it was also a great source of pride to those men of land and capital
who mustered the skills and resources to carry it out. The timing of its
completion also enabled the National Bloc to enjoy much of the credit for
Ayn al-Fijan.16
The first big industrial project in Damascus after the Great Revolt of
1925-1927 involving nationalists was concerned with cement production. The
choice of cement was due to a combination of factors: the region around
Damascus was rich in limestone and clay; during the Mandate there was a
great increase in use of cement, which was rapidly replacing stone as a building
material; political and economic stability made investment in urban real estate
and housing construction a safer refuge for local capital; and the raising of
tariff barriers allowed local cement to compete with imported cement.'7 In
addition, the cost of importing such a bulky product made cement production
an eminently sensible import-substitution industry.
On 8 January 1930, several landowners, merchants, and National Bloc
chiefs headed by Faris al-Khiirl founded the National Cement Company on a
joint-stock basis and capitalized it at LT 144,000 gold with 24,000 shares. The
Director of the Company was Khalid al-Azm, scion of the leading family of
Damascus who, at the age of thirty-five, was at the forefront of the
industrialization movement in the Syrian capital. The location of the cement
factory on a 154-acre site at Dummar, to the north-west of the city, indicated a
growing trend toward the concentration of modern industry on the periphery
of Damascus. The site was near the raw materials and was also able to make
use of waters from 'Ayn al-Fijan. Moder transport had made the movement
of labor outside the capital possible.
In 1934, the first full year of operation, the factory produced nearly 30,000
tons of cement; by 1938, it produced an interwar high of 63,500 tons. In no
time, Syria was producing nearly sixty percent of its cement needs. Dummar
cement was considerably cheaper than foreign cement: in the year Dummar
opened, foreign cement cost LT 4 gold per ton, while, by the end of the same
year, the National Cement Company was producing a ton at LT 2 gold and, by
1936, the local price had dropped to LT 1 gold per ton.'8 Once again, the
29
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National Bloc stood firmly behind this project, from which several of its
leaders profited handsomely.
Another successful industry was food-processing. In the Damascus region
the most prized agricultural products were fruits and, in particular, the apricot
(mishmish). Syria ranked third in world apricot production. For generations,
the bulk of the crop had been processed by primitive methods into apricot
paste for export.19
Among the biggest fruit orchards in the gardens known as al-Ghiita, which
encircled most of Damascus, were those belonging to the Quwwatllifamily. On
returning to Damascus after more than five years in political exile, the radical
nationalist leader Shukri al-Quwwatli devoted most of his time and energy to
transforming fruit- and vegetable-processing into a moder industry. What
encouraged Quwwatli was the rapidly rising price of raw fruit. Already the
modernization of the related sugar and confectionery industries of Damascus
was under-way, providing him with a good example to follow. In February
1932, only months before Quwwatll officially became a member of the
National Bloc, he founded the Syrian Conserves Company. Backed by several
wealthy merchants and industrialists, including Tawfiq al-Qabbani and Sadiq
al-Ghrawi, the leading sugar and confectionery industrialists in Damascus and
prominent nationalist supporters in their own right, Quwwatll was able to
capitalize his company at LT 30,000 gold, which was to be divided into 15,000
shares.20 A dedicated pan-Arabist, Quwwatll sold the shares in Damascus at
Bank Misr and in Palestine at the recently established Arab Bank in order to
keep the Company a purely Arab enterprise. By the late 1930s, 200 workers
(including many women) were producing about 25 tons of dried processed
fruits and vegetables (tomato paste) annually. These products were crated or
canned for export to Palestine, Egypt, and Europe. The success of Quwwatlis
enterprise brought him much praise and the sobriquet, the Apricot King (malik
al-mishmish). Along with the National Cement Company, Quwwatlis enterprise was the pride of the National Bloc in the late 1930s. In patriotic circles, it
became the fashion to give one or more shares of Conserves Company stock as
a present to newly-weds and new-born babies.21
After 1928 other moder industries began to spring up in Damascus,
Aleppo, and other towns. Some, like the leather tanning, weaving, and soap
industries, concentrated on mechanizing dying handicrafts and on restructuring them to meet changing taste-patterns and demand. Several moder
factories were built during the depression years (1930-1934) because of a
decline in foreign imports and because labor costs dropped owing to the
surplus labor created by the extinction of many handicrafts and the limitation
of emigration possibilities. By 1934, there were reportedly sixty-three modern
factories in Damascus, seventy-one in Aleppo,22 and, by the end of 1936,
Damascus alone had seven registered joint-stock companies with a total
capacity investment of LS 12,625,000.23
Yet, the scale of Syrian industrialization by the Second World War was still
insignificant. Indeed, Syria continued to import most of its manufactured
goods in the 1930s. Many of the moder industries that grew up before the war
were decidedly light-weight. Industries like fruit-preserving and flour-milling
30
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'slightly' transformed 'agricultural products to a state better adapted for
consumption' in the local or regional market.24 Others, like cement, were
simply import substitution industries. Finally, the size of mechanized plants and
the number of workers organized in them remained fairly small, and they were
unable to absorb surplus labor with any rapidity. By 1937, the total number of
Syrian workers in modern industries had reached only 33,000, whereas the total
number of workers and artisans employed in traditional industries and
handicrafts had dropped by nearly one-half, to 171,000 from 310,000 in 1913.25
A Syrian industrial bourgeoisie was in formation in the 1930s, but it was
still difficult to draw a sharp line between industrialists, merchants, moneylenders, and landowners, because the same individuals or families were often in
more than one branch of the economy. The Quwwatli family, for example,
were primarily landowners and merchants. Their Conserves Company was
possible because they possessed both raw materials and ties to the marketplace.
Ideas of economic nationalism came naturally to those already engaged in
the development of modern industry and the creation of national markets.
Since a number of incipient industrialists were also in the Bloc leadership in
Damascus, Aleppo, and other towns, such ideas were gradually incorporated
into the strategy and program of the National Bloc. By the mid-thirties, the
Bloc was increasingly committed to undermining the dominant alliance of
French capital and the comprador bourgeoisie through the vehicle of
nationalism. But, just as industry did not take great strides forward in the
thirties, neither did the Bloc make great political gains. Both would have to
await the special circumstances of the Second World War to register significant
victories: the former to dissolve some of the bonds impeding industrial growth,
and the latter to weaken France's hold on the administration of the country.
Despite the obstacles Syrian industry faced in the interwar period, economic
nationalism served the interests of the National Bloc and the classes it
represented. It effectively blunted the class contradictions arising from the
spread of capitalist relations by keeping the attention of other classes riveted
on the question of independence from the French. Although class consciousness spread in this period, as long as France occupied Syria, national struggle
took priority over class struggle.
Economic nationalism blended nicely with the brand of political nationalism sponsored by the National Bloc. It highlighted an emerging Syrian
national identity which Bloc leaders embraced in the face of mounting
pressures from radical pan-Arabist forces in the 1930s.
The partitions of 1920 and the imposition of political boundaries and
customs barriers around Syria (and Lebanon) had already helped to reshape
the country's territorial frame of reference. The specificity of French rule
forced the growth of a Syrian identity and destiny which the expansion of a
national market reinforced. A similar trend could be observed in Iraq and
Palestine. Just as the National Bloc demanded that the French offer greater
protection for Syrian industry, so nationalist organizations in Iraq and
Palestine demanded the same of the British. Although the call for Arab
political and economic unity continued to resound in each country, the appeal
of unity grew weaker as small-state economies developed.
31
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The most vivid exampleof the mountingtensionbetweenpan-Arabismand
SyriannationalisminvolvedPalestine.For the Syrianeconomy, the Palestine
marketwas of immenseimportanceduringthe Mandate.Owingto its location,
this was especiallytrue for Damascus.Palestinereceivedmore Syrianexports
than any other country and Syrian laborersin Palestine regularlyremitted
money to the families back home. Syrian manufactures,such as cement,
conservesand textiles,were mainlyexportedto the Arab marketin Palestine,
where they were very successful,owing, in part, to the structuralweaknessin
Palestinianindustriesand, in part, to the Arab boycott of highly competitive
Jewishproducts.But, while Syrianindustrialistsprofitedfrom the Palestinian
Arab boycott of Zionistgoods and triedto keep them off the Syrianmarketas
well, some, with highly competitivegoods, also showed a keen interest in
findingmarketsin the Jewishsectorof Palestine.
No Syrian nationalist leader commanded greater respect in Palestinian
nationalistcirclesthan Shukrial-Quwwatli.His commitmentto the liberation
of Palestinefrom Zionistcolonizationand Britishrule was undeniable.Yet, in
October 1935, six months before the outbreakof the rebellion in Palestine,
Quwwatllvisitedthe countryto explorethe possibilityof establishingbranches
of his ConservesCompany 'to win Jewish clients'.26The rebellion stymied
Quwwatlrs plans. Nevertheless,even the staunchestof pan-Arabistsin the
National Bloc would not let the principleof Arab solidarityinterferewith the
expansion of his materialinterests. Indeed, Quwwatli'sdiscreet inquiriesin
1935 foreshadowedthe ambivalenceof the National Bloc governmenttoward
the Palestinian rebellion of 1936-1939.27

When the generalstrikethat launchedthe rebellionbroke out in April 1936,
some of the leading Damascene industrialistsand merchants trading with
Palestinecounselledthe National Bloc to apply pressureon the Palestinian
leadershipto end it. The economic factor contributedconsiderablyto the
reluctanceof nationalistcirclesin Damascusto mobilizefully behindPalestine.
In the firstplace,the Palestinestrikecameat the tail-endof a paralysingSyrian
generalstrike that had severelydamagedSyria'seconomy. Now the Palestine
strike posed a serious danger by severelyimpeding Syria's valuable export
trade to Palestineand therebycausing heavy losses to Damascus merchants.
The inability of Palestinian agents to repay their bills as they fell due
aggravatedthe situation.28For many local merchants,the timingof the strike
could not have been worse:the Syrianeconomy had yet to recoverfrom the
Syrianstrike and, to compoundmatters,as the rebellionspread in Palestine
during the summer and fall of 1936, Syria faced an unusually poor grain
harvestand a new devaluationof the Syrianpound after a decade of relative
stability.29Not only was the Palestinemarketunresponsive,preventingSyrian
merchantsfrom taking advantageof the devaluationto boost their exports,
but the Syriancost-of-livingindex rose by thirtyto forty percentduring 1936,
and doubled by the fall of 1937, when the second and longer phase of the
Palestine revolt began.30In Syria, wholesalersand middlemen,who had to
pay the producersof grain and other goods in gold, did not hesitateto raise
their prices to retailers. Retailers of local goods and imports from other
countrieswith non-depreciatedcurrencies,in turn, raised their prices to the
32
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Syrian consumer. Soon the retailers of French imports were also able to raise
their prices.31
The inaccessibility of the Palestinian market in this period, while not the
principal cause of Syria's economic plight, certainly contributed to it. And,
although Syrian activities on behalf of the Palestinian Arabs escalated as soon
as the general strike took hold in Palestine, these activities revealed contradictory sentiments in Syria. The natural impulse of the Syrian people to assist
the Palestinians conflicted with the objective economic and political interests of
Syria's intertwined commercial and nationalist elites.
Although capital investment in Syria during the French Mandate was much
larger than ever before, the long years of political and economic instability
meant that most investments were made to ensure maximum profit with
maximum security. Therefore, the bulk of foreign investment went into
infrastructure, primarily transport for the movement of Western manufactured
goods into the country and raw materials out of it, industries devoted to the
extraction of raw materials for export such as petrol, asphalt, and cotton and
silk, low-risk public services such as electricity and tramways in the towns, and
banking and insurance.32
It is true that certain manufactured goods, in particular cement, conserves,
and textiles, which were naturally suited to Syria, were bases for local
industrial development. But,because banks charged extremely high interest
rates, borrowing for the purpose of investment in these industries was very
difficult. Moreover, the conservatism of Syria's absentee-landowning class
hindered local investment in industry. It preferred to invest in urban real estate
or in agricultural lands, but not to develop them; otherwise it was perfectly
content to divert its capital into conspicuous consumption or to hoard gold.
Apart from a few industrialists who had begun to rear their heads in the
1930s, the Syrian economic groups that most successfully defended their
economic positions between the wars were compradors engaged in the
export-import trade with the West and in local banking-a class that was
composed of a disproportionate number of local Christians and Jews-and the
absentee-landowning class, which lived off rents from farm lands and urban
real estates. Although the French initially set out to break the back of the
nationalist landowning class through land reforms and increased taxation, they
eventually gave up owing to inadequate financial resources and a grudging
recognition that there was no substitute for this class in its traditional role as
intermediary between government and society.33
It was only with the advent of the Second World War that a significant shift
in the positions of Syria's main economic groups occurred. Most noticeable
was the loss of economic power which the absentee-landowning class suffered.
Because the allied powers took measures to control grain and wheat
production and kept prices artificially low, landowners who could not skirt
these regulations or quickly diversify their agricultural production suffered big
losses.
The Second World War also created a shortage of foreign imports.
Industries based on the processing of local raw materials and semi33
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manufacturedgoods prospered,while those dependenton imports suffered.
Industrialistswho were not completelydependenton foreign raw materialsor
those who could meet local demandfor manufacturedgoods that previously
had been imported from abroad enriched themselves.Textile industrialists
were particularlysuccessfulduring the war. At the same time, a group of
entrepreneurs-many from outside the establishedclass of absentee landowners-made vast profits expanding the amount of Syrian land under
cultivation,notablyin the Jazira.This enabledthem to increasethe supply of
scarcefoodstuffsand the rawmaterialswhichfed the new moder industries.34
How did these wartimeeconomic developmentstranslatepolitically?The
emergingindustrialbourgeoisie,made up of entrepreneurialmerchantsand
landowners, began to pose a political challenge to the more conservative
landowning and mercantilegroups. This produced,in turn, a hardeningof
politicallines withinthe National Bloc. Those nationalistleadersin Damascus
who emergedon top of the politicalheap at the time of the independencewere
those who had forgedlinks with the emergingclass of industrialists,either as
industrialiststhemselvesor as politiciansrepresentingindustrialinterests in
government.Even before the French left Syria in 1946, Shukri al-Quwwatli,
President of the Republic since 1943, had used his office to support the
interests of influentialtextile industrialistsand merchants in Damascus in
returnfor their support against the challengeto press for full independence
from France.
But, at the same time as Quwwatliwas consolidatinghis political base in
Damascus, a challenge to his leadershipwas being mounted in Aleppo.
Although Aleppo had played a criticalrole duringthe interwarperiod in the
strugglefor independence,it had been subordinatedto Damascus in almost
every aspect of politics. The Aleppo branchof the National Bloc competed
with the Damascusbranchand, like the Damascusbranch, it was internally
divided.The impositionof the Mandatehad reducedAleppo to the status of a
provincial capital cast in the shadow of Damascus and dependent on
machinationsthere for its share of the budgetsfor education, public works,
and the like.
Aleppo had also sufferedmore than Damascusfrom the arbitrarypost-First
WorldWar partitions.Its loss of the greaterpart of its commercialhinterland
in Turkeyand Iraqforceda drasticreorientationand reductionof its economy
between the wars. It was only during the Second World War that Aleppo
managed to readjustand re-emergeas Syria'smain economic entrepot. The
difficultiesof obtainingmanufacturedgoods from traditionalforeignsuppliers
during the war stimulated local industrial growth. In turn, major new
investmentsin the Jaziraexpandedthe marginsof cultivationand increasedthe
productivityof the region.As a result,Aleppo experiencedan economicboom
derived
duringthe SecondWorldWar from whichits merchant-entrepreneurs
much benefit. Aleppo wanted to expand its commercialhinterlandto take
advantageof the agriculturalpotentialof the Jazira.WhereasTurkeyremained
hostile to this idea, Iraq was encouraging.Indeed, in the early 1940s Iraq
sponsoreda FertileCrescentunityschemewhichattractedAleppinemerchants
and politiciansin waysnot appreciatedby theircounterpartsin Damascus.35
34
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The economic boom encouraged Aleppo to challenge the political
paramountcy of Damascus. The rivalry between the Aleppo and Damascus
branches of the National Bloc intensified, and this in turn produced a major
schism in the Bloc. Although political divisions were not cast in stone, a
number of prominent nationalists in Aleppo broke away from the Bloc. This
faction was closely tied to the emerging entrepreneurial group that was deeply
involved in the opening of the Jazira and in broadening commercial relations
with Iraq. Just after independence, these merchant-entrepreneurs and political
leaders in Aleppo formed their own nationalist organization, the People's
Party (.Hizb al-Sha'b). This party supported stronger economic and political
ties to Iraq on the one hand, and challenged Quwwatll and the Damascusbased National Bloc on the other.36
By independence, the growth of economic nationalism in Damascus had
reduced the appeal of pan-Arabism in its very birthplace. Syrian nationalism
now posed a serious challenge. At the same time, the seat of pan-Arabism had
shifted to Aleppo, where a somewhat different version of economic nationalism placed much greater emphasis on the importance of economic integration
with Iraq. And, although Damascus would again become the center of
pan-Arab activity in the 1950s and 1960s with the rise of new elites and the
spread of Ba'thism, the conflict between pan-Arabism and Syrianism and the
rift between Damascus and Aleppo continues into our own times.
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